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Shaping market leaders
• Established in Canary Wharf 2009 as as a small 

macro proprietary trading firm

• Technology development for financial training 
and assessment

• Practical training for the world’s top banks and 
business schools



INTRODUCTION

10:00 – 10:30

Introduction to Amplify

Why now?

Maintaining an open mind

10:30 – 11:00

BEHAVIOURAL FINANCE

T.I.N.A?

Sentiment vs fundamentals

Herd behaviour 

11:15 – 12:30

TRADING PSYCHOLOGY

FRIDAY

THEORY
OVERVIEW

LIVE
TRADING

REVIEW

Prospect Theory

Self-awareness & habits

Self 1 or 2 

ASSESSMENT

13:15 – 13:40

Arctic shores

Behavioural assessment

13:40 – 15:30

LIVE MARKET TRADING

Highly leveraged trading

Observe emotional flags

Unbiased, non-judgmental 
review  

15:30 – 16:00

SESSION REVIEW

Open discussion



ARCTIC SHORES

10:00 – 10:15

Review of scores

10:15 – 11:30

FLOW STATE

Introduction and uses

Conscious vs unconscious

Anti flow - FOMO

 

12:30 – 14:30

ST & MM Simulation

SATURDAY

PRACTICAL
THEORY

ST & MM
SIMULATION

CONTINUED
LEARNING

Combining of roles

Senior client teams

Observation of state

REVIEW

14:45 – 15:15

Performance review

Open discussion

15:15 - 16:00

YOUR PERSONAL TOOL-KIT

Exercises to take away

Maintaining a growth 
mindset



Why now?



US EQUITIES BACK AT RECORD HIGHS



10 YEARS OF MARKET RALLY 



10 YEARS OF MARKET RALLY - BONDS



UNTESTED MAJORITY



Mindest



MAINTAINING AN OPEN MIND

A challenge of any workshop on behaviour is that language is not the action. However, the 
impact of this session will be significantly enhanced by adopting a growth mindset.

Your mindset can be your best asset, or your biggest problem

Fixed mindset

- I know what I am doing already
- If I fail it will reflect badly on my ability
- My ability is proven by my results

Growth mindset

- Continuous movement in ability
- Failure is part of the journey in getting better
- My ability is proven by my approach to improvement

This workshop will try to help you build new automatic journeys of behaviour that can help you 
answer to the question ‘How do I respond to this’? without conflict, judgement or hesitation



CAN YOU IDENTIFY WITH ANY OF THESE?

● It’s not that I don’t know what to do, it’s that I don’t do what I know
● I trade better on small size that I do with a large size
● When things go wrong and I try harder, it can just make it worse
● I run and re-run thoughts through my head at night; should-have, could-have..
● Sometimes everything seems to work and other times not at all, even though nothing 

has changed in what I am doing
● I trade differently after a really good day
● I trade differently at different times of the day
● I find it hard to stay out of the market after a loss
● I could not be more frustrated
● I second guess everything I do

 

These are just some examples of the rollercoaster we all go through. How we manage 
ourselves during these challenges, our inner game, is incredibly personal and the key 
differentiator in performance over time.



BEHAVIOURAL FINANCE



Economic Theory

Rational decisions

Static economic system

Always in equilibrium

TWO 
APPROACHES
TO MARKET
UNDERSTANDING

Behavioural 

Poor economic choices

Dynamic 

Disequilibrium



“Taking full 

responsibility for risk 

decisions, made 

under pressure and 

within an uncertain 

environment can 

lead to an incredible 

discovery of self” WHAT DOES HAPPEN

WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN



MUMMERATION

A DYNAMIC
DISEQUILIBRIUM

The market ebbs and flows in a 
naturalistic way

You are both in the market, and of 
the market

Your ability to pick up cues and 
signals is astounding. Your brain 
begins to pick up on what is 
important after repeated practice 
and exposure to a repeated 
experience

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEP6v9E9RRY


Imagine that you were given a £50 ticket to see a match. As you enter 
the stadium there are re-sellers there that offer you £50 for the ticket 
you have in your hand. 

Do you sell the ticket?

It then turns out the ticket must have fallen from your pocket. The 
teller keeps no record of ticket purchasers, so the ticket cannot be 
recovered.

Would you pay £50 for another ticket to the game?

What do you feel?

 

Kahneman’s
Heuristics 

Money
-
Information

A team of psychologists performed personality tests on 100 professionals, of 
which 30 were car mechanics and 70 were lawyers. Which is Jack?

Jack is a 45-year-old man. He is married and has four children. He is 
generally conservative, careful, and ambitious. He shows no interest in 
political and social issues and spends most of his free time on his many 
hobbies, which include home carpentry, sailing, and mathematics. What is 
the probability that Jack is one of the 30 car mechanics?

A. 10–40 percent

B. 40–60 percent

C. 60–80 percent

D. 80–100 percent

 



READING PEOPLE 



SENTIMENT VS FUNDAMENTALS

Philadelphia Fed Survey
-30.7 Vs 4.0

US Consumer Sentiment
55.7 (55 in week after 
Lehman meltdown)

US Consumer confidence 
44.5 Vs 52.5 : 28 Month 
Low

US Industrial Production
0.9% Vs 0.4%

Durable Goods Orders 4.0% 
Vs 2.0%

US Factory Orders (Jul) 
M/M 2.4% vs. Exp. 2.0% 
(Prev. -0.8%)



System 1
FAST 

UNCOMPLICATED

INTUITIVE

INVOLUNTARY

EMOTIONAL

System 1
System 2

Simplifying the 
decision making 
process

Innate animalistic 
behaviour and vs 
human high level 
thought

Which is the market 
using?

System 2
SLOW

DELIBERATE

VOLUNTARY

EFFORT 

FOCUSSED



PATTERNS REPEAT 



BEHAVIOURAL EXAMPLE



PEAK OIL TO CREDIT CRUNCH



FT ARTICLE 



FUNDAMENTAL 

EXPECTATIONS

HSBC along with the majority 

of mainstream analysts all 

believed that a Trump victory 

would support safe haven 

asset prices. They expected:

• GOLD HIGHER

• STOCKS LOWER

• USD WEAKER

TRUMP CASE STUDY



BEHAVIOURAL WAVES IN STOCKS



BEHAVIOURAL WAVES IN GOLD



BEHAVIOURAL WAVES IN EURUSD



AND THEN SOMETHING HAPPENED



ON TO A 400 DAY RALLY IN THE S&P500



ANSWER 
IN 60 
SECONDS

According to the 
United Nations what 
will the world 
population be at the 
turn of the century?

Tear off a piece of paper, write 
your number down making sure 
no-one else can see it



ANSWER 
IN 60 
SECONDS

According to the 
United Nations what 
year will the 
population in India 
Peak?

Shout out your answer when 
asked



WHAT ABOUT CENTRAL BANKS?

ECB  Cut in the main interest rate used across the eurozone from 0.05% to zero

A cut in the deposit rate from -0.3% to -0.4%

Increasing the amount of bonds the ECB is buying, by €20bn to €80bn 



WHAT ABOUT CENTRAL BANKS?



You see what you expect to see. This can come from a prolonged 

experience where an outcome has been repeated. This may not 

be negative for performance when applied to patterns, however 

it can be damaging when attributed to personal performance.

BEHAVIOURAL TRAPS: BIAS

You see what you want to see. This is a 

common problem for traders.  This is why a 

voter for Brexit may read the Telegraph, and a 

voter for Remain may read The Guardian.

CONFIRMATION BIAS

DESIRABILITY BIAS



BEHAVIOURAL REVIEW

• Have a disinterested association of your view

• Think about what others are thinking

• Objectively forecast compelling rationale that could indicate you are wrong, and 

know your plan of how you will act when that happens.

• What technical breach or correlated asset move will indicate you are wrong?

• Show you position to someone who’s ego is not invested in the trade and ask for 

their critical opinion

• Think about what you could be missing

WHAT IS TRUE IN WHAT YOU SEE?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lw-YPKR0grk&nohtml5=False


TRADING
PSYCHOLOGY



TRADING IS PERSONAL

Assessing how someone really responds when it is most important can inform a great deal about somebody’s 

character.  It is hard to assess the ability of a trader if they have only ever made money.

PSYCHOLOGY IN THE SPOTLIGHT

TO MANAGE YOUR MIND-SET, MAKE IT MEASURABLE

At Amplify we want to measure a traders performance not only to assess ability, but also as a crucial element for 

traders to understand their trading style and current mindset.

- Sharpe ratio | What is the volatility of returns?

- Patience | Time spent in winning or losing positions 

- Variance Resilience | Ability of the trader to mitigate positive or negative performance

- Pragmatism | Ability of the trader to book profit or take a loss on a trade close to potential

- Discipline | How fast does the trader rectify a mistake made on any size or limit breaches? 

- Product Type | How does the trader perform in products of varying volatility? 

- Deviation of return | Are returns close or disperse to the mean average of return?

- Trading Style | How does the trader perform in periods of different volatility? 

- Equity Curve | How the traders equity curve changes over time



PROSPECT THEORY



V A or B?

A

B

£10m with absolute certainty

50% chance of getting £25m or £0



V A or B?

A

B

A prison sentence of 10yrs

50% chance serving 25yrs or freedom



Continual progress is a continual challenge
 

PROGRESS

R
es

ul
ts

Time

What we first think should happen

A more realistic expectation

Actual progression curve



Traders have to manage compounding decision trees

Very good

Very bad

PROGRESS



14:30:26 {Paul} {WD}

Let me introduce new 

Paul:  Until 1.30pm today I 

was a young 32 year old 

Alpha male!  Now I’m 

about 85, & trembling! 

Thanks NFP!!!

EMOTIONAL IMPACT

“That was absolute torture!!  

Massive gamble to hold that 

and shift the stop so wide.  

Have you ever done that 

before after getting hit big 

'on paper' ??  I was sure we'd 

get back to 1380  Torture 

gambling on avoiding 

getting squeezed out”

14:32:56 {Paul} {WD}



MINDSET
• Confidence in decisions

• Trust yourself to act without hesitation

• Do not fear erratic moves of the market

• Always be honestly self-aware

• Embrace mistakes, learn from them

• Let it happen, don’t make it happen (Self 1 
vs Self 2)

 



PERFORMANCE 
PSYCHOLOGY

SELF-AWARENESS AND FOCUS

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/olympics/17665951


Ray Dalio, founder of the world’s most successful 
hedge fund Bridgewater talks about how the 
experience of a mistakes can enhance future 
performance.

With a clear principle to dictate how you should act in 
different situations will allow a trader to see a future 
event as ‘another one of those’. 

Ray Dalio

Principles

ANOTHER ONE OF THOSE

“If you're not failing, you're not pushing your limits, 
and if you're not pushing your limits, you're not 
maximizing your potential” 

“Fail well”



Self
Awareness

Stress



Self
Awareness

Signals from the prefrontal 
cortex move to areas deep 
within the bran to regulate 

habits and behaviour, 
including emotional 

responses such as fear from 
the amygdala.

The amygdala commands 
production of excess 

norepinephrine and dopamine. 
This shuts the pre-frontal cortex 

weakening the area’s role in 
controlling emotions

STRESSEDRELAXED

Think of Kahneman System / 1 System 2



A LACK OF SELF-AWARENESS 



Roddenberg’s model

In the last example you saw 
what can happen when a 
trader loses focus, and 
control. 

The result is not always 
over-execution however, it 
can be withdrawal.

Are you aware of where your 
subconscious lies?

CIRCLE 1 CIRCLE 2 CIRCLE 3

Withdraw Present Over Exert

1 – Self Awareness
2 – Self Control



RELAXED CONCENTRATION

● Rather than looking at your trade, watch the whole flow. What are the patterns you see 
when taking a step back

● Let it happen vs make it happen. When we trade in small size or less risk we can ‘let it 
happen’ because the ego tells us that it doesn’t count, but once large size Self 1 takes 
over, ‘don’t muck this up! Everything gets tight, gets rigid

● Observe everything you do without really judging, or assessing

● Don’t overthink - as an example when playing tennis if you really want to disrupt 
someone on flow say, what is it you’re doing to your serve, its great!

● How can you focus on what you are doing to a degree that the mind is still, focus your 
attention. If you start to lose it, bring it back. 

● Are there any physical or emotional flags you can use that indicate you are moving 
away from focus?



THE POWER OF HABITS
The power of dopamine

CUE
1

CRAVING
2

RESPONSE
 3

REWARD
4

A)

B)

C)

D)



CHANGE OF STATE 

● What you crave is not the habit itself, but the change in state it delivers
● Every craving is linked to a desire to change your internal state
● What is it you actually want - is it just to feel something different? Reduce anxiety, 

relieve frustration, to be part of something (FOMO)? 

         1      2

      3      4

CUE                              CRAVING

REWARD                       RESPONSE

Problem

Solution



Self
Control

Kolb’s 
cycle

Experience

Review

Doing

Conclude



STACKING

MAKE IT EASY

With enough practice you can pick up habits without consciously thinking. This cue may lead to a 
habit which can then can lead to a desired response

It is especially important to reward inaction. This will help you build new automatic journeys of 
behaviour that can help you respond to the question ‘How do I respond to this’?

 

When situation X happens I will then Z

Or

When situation X happens I will then Y

When I complete Y I then Z

Make Y easy and rewarding 



NON-JUDGEMENTAL AWARENESS

The first point of everything is self-awareness. Often we cannot be truly self-aware as we are 
judging, criticising, analysing what we are doing. 

● Can you remove the inclination to judge yourself - can you unlearn to be judgemental  
● If you allow it to - Self 1 will end up defining Self 2… ‘I can’t do that’
● Instead, allow errors to be seen as part of the learning process, it’s good to do, to get 

better, having a growth mindset rather than a fixed mindset
● Detached interest is needed on what you are doing, with the rock solid understanding 

that your trading is not you, let it happen and observe.
● See and feel what actually is 
● Review and create an image of the desired behaviour to show Self 2 what to do

Acknowledgment is not the same as judgement, you can acknowledge a fact in someone’s 
strengths or efforts for example



Arctic Shores Assessment



Trading Exercise



LOGIN TO CQG

https://www.amplifytrading.com/event/natwest

Product Name Product Code Tick Value Max Position 
Size Max Loss

DAX DD €12.50 20 €10,000

Nasdaq ENQ $5.00 40 $10,000

Gold GCE $10.00 40 $10,000

Oil CLE $10.00 40 $10,000

● Record observations about your behaviour from a bird’s-eye point of view, with 
detached interest, let it happen and observe.

https://www.amplifytrading.com/event/natwest


NON-JUDGEMENTAL AWARENESS

1. Observe what you are doing in your trading in the moment. Forget what you think is 
going well, or badly about what you are doing, and just observe and find where your 
behaviour is presently grooved

2. Identify emotional, mental or physical flags, anything you feel whilst trading tha then 
leads to an action

3. Identify a behaviour you may now want to modify. It does not have to be the one you 
most need to modify but maybe the one you most want to

4. Observe and review in a non-judgemental way. Can a habit be stacked that is easy and 
rewarding to guide your desired behaviour?

5. Trust yourself without forcing. It has been part of all the previous analysis, allow it to act 
without making it act



REVIEW

Did you notice any emotional or physical flags?

Did the impartiality help you see more clearly why you do it?

Did the sharing of competitors achievements impact you in any way?

Were you able to find a habit stack to lead to desired outcome?

Is there a new way to achieve the same desired aim?

● Relieve boredom 
● Reduce anxiety 
● Prove your ability
● Avoid being wrong
● Teach the market a lesson
● Not miss an opportunity (FOMO)

-> Emotional Flag                         -> Easy rewarding habit                  -> Overall aim



CONTACT

info@amplifytrading.com

ADDRESS

18 St Swithin's Lane, London, EC4N 8AD


